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realized someone actually wanted to kill her. But who? That’s what
Detective Sam Navarro has to find out…fast. With a nightmare unfolding
all around them, Sam and Nina must try to decipher the terrifying truth:
they are at the mercy of a brilliant madman, one who is playing for
keeps.… First published in 1996.
We Live Inside You Jul 02 2020 "WE LIVE INSIDE YOU is fucking
terrific. Jeremy Robert Johnson is dancing to a way different drummer.
He loves language, he loves the edge, and he loves us people. These
stories have range and style and wit. This is entertainment... and
literature."-JACK KETCHUM, author of Off Season, The Girl Next Door,
and The Woman (w/Lucky McKee) We are within you, and we are
growing. Watching. Waiting for your empires to fall. It won't be long
now. We are the fear of death that drives you and the terrible hunger
that reshapes you in its name. We are the vengeance born from senseless
slaughter and the pulsing reptile desire that negates your consciousness.
We are the lie on your lips, the collapsing star in your heart, and the stillwarm gun in your shaking hands. The illusion of control is all we'll allow
you, and no matter what you do... WE LIVE INSIDE YOU
Entropy in Bloom Sep 28 2022 For more than a decade, Jeremy Robert
Johnson has been bubbling under the surface of both literary and genre

The Awakening Series Complete Supernatural Thriller Box Set Nov
06 2020
Albertine Jun 20 2019 Albertine tells the story of a young couple in love,
who after some family tragedies and twists of fate, makes the dream of
getting married come true. Their new address would be a gigantic and
gloomy mansion inherited by Jeremy, which he discovered by chance
amongst the documents kept secret by his father’s tyranny. An old
building, filled with stories and secrets. In their new address, along with
the servants and Rosa, their faithful housekeeper who took care of the
boy ever since his mother died, the couple begins to find out that
Jeremy’s inheritance goes far beyond that house. There’s something
much bigger; something that would place not only their love, but also
Albertine’s life in a mortal and unescapable danger.
The Vault of Punk Horror Aug 23 2019
Keeper of the Bride Oct 25 2019 Revisit this heart-racing romantic
suspense novel from New York Times bestselling author Tess Gerritsen!
If Nina Cormier’s wedding had taken place, she would be dead. But after
the bride was left at the altar, the church stood empty when the bomb
exploded. It wasn’t until a stranger tried to run her off the road that Nina
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fiction. His short stories present a brilliantly dark and audaciously weird
realm where cosmic nightmares collide with all-too-human characters
and apocalypses of all shapes and sizes loom ominously. In "Persistence
Hunting," a lonely distance runner is seduced into a brutal life of crime
with an ever-narrowing path for escape. In "When Susurrus Stirs," an
unlucky pacifist must stop a horrifying parasite from turning his body
into a sentient hive. Running through all of Johnson's work is a
hallucinatory vision and deeply-felt empathy, earning the author a
reputation as one of today's most daring and thrilling writers. Featuring
the best of his independently-published short fiction, as well as an
exclusive, never-before-published novella "The Sleep of Judges"--where a
father's fight against the denizens of a drug den becomes a mind-bending
suburban nightmare--Entropy in Bloom is a perfect compendium for avid
fans and an ideal entry point for adventurous readers seeking the humor,
heartbreak, and terror of JRJ's strange new worlds.
The Loop Nov 18 2021 “Unputdownable…Fans of The Twilight Zone, The
X-Files, and Stranger Things will be especially thrilled.” —Publishers
Weekly (starred review) “A satisfyingly dark satire of, well,
everything…Imagine Blake Crouch and Mira Grant re-writing Chuck
Wendig’s Wanderers—fans of all three authors are part of the wide
audience who will flock to this heart-pounding and deeply unsettling
tale.” —Booklist Stranger Things meets World War Z in this heart-racing
conspiracy thriller as a lonely young woman teams up with a group of
fellow outcasts to survive the night in a town overcome by a science
experiment gone wrong. Turner Falls is a small tourist town nestled in
the hills of western Oregon, the kind of town you escape to for a
vacation. When an inexplicable outbreak rapidly develops, this idyllic
town becomes the epicenter of an epidemic of violence as the teenaged
children of several executives from the local biotech firm become ill and
aggressively murderous. Suddenly the town is on edge, and Lucy and her
friends must do everything it takes just to fight through the night.
Falling from Heights Jan 08 2021 Two voices, two families, two
interweaving narratives with thirty years dividing them. In 1972 Birdie
Cormack enters a highly controversial experiment in Toronto. Her story
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unfolds piece by fascinating piece, mostly by way of a compelling series
of letters written to her parents. And in 2002 Jeremy Jacks returns to the
West Coast after a failed bid to become a writer back east. As he
grudgingly reassumes his role at home, his brother Robert, fuelled by
fear and rage and a recent suspension from his teaching position at the
local high school, reels off on a dangerous and destructive path, exposing
in the process the familys long-hidden secrets and leading to the novels
powerful climax. Meanwhile, as they struggle in their respective
experiments, Jeremy and Birdie confront their demonsboth private and
publicand begin to see the possibility of love without understanding, and
forgiveness without forgetting, by scraping away the lies that over the
years have transformed themselves into facts. A penetrating portrait of a
place and time unique in Canadian history, Falling from Heights explores
the blood ties that bind us one generation to the next, while at the same
time revealing the strange, oftentimes unrecognized power in us all to
shape one anothers destinies.
Mortal Coils Aug 15 2021 Nothing interesting ever happened to fifteenyear-old orphans Eliot and Fiona while they've lived in the strict,
oppressive household of their grandmother. A chance visit, however,
reveals that there is much more to the twins. They are the offspring of a
goddess and Lucifer, Prince of Darkness. Now, to settle the epic custody
battle between these two families, the fallen angels create three
diabolical temptations, and the gods fashion three heroic trials to test
Eliot and Fiona. More than ever they need to stick together to survive
and to learn how to use their budding supernatural abilities . . . for family
allegiances are ever-shifting in the ancient, secret world they have
entered. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Angel Dust Apocalypse Jun 01 2020 Meth-heads, man-made monsters,
and murderous Neo-Nazis. Blissed out club kids dying at the speed of
sound. The un-dead and the very soon-to-be-dead. They're all here, trying
to claw their way free. From the radioactive streets of a war-scarred
future, where the nuclear bombs have become self-aware, to the fallow
fields of Nebraska where the kids are mainlining lightning bugs, this is a
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world both alien and intensely human. This is a place where selfdiscovery involves scalpels and horse tranquilizers; where the doctors
are more doped-up than the patients; where obsessive-compulsive acidfreaks have unlocked the gateway to God and can't close the door. This is
not a safe place. You can turn back now, or you can head straight into
the heart of. the Angel Dust Apocalypse
Meant For Each Other Apr 23 2022 Sometimes your first love is the one
that was meant to be. Craig Harper and Jeremy Finn were best friends
growing up. They attended the same school, spent all of their time
together, and hung out with the same group of people. It wasn't until the
day before Jeremy and his family moved across the country that they
discovered their attraction to one another. Fifteen years later, they
reunite by chance in New York City. Both are in relationships and have
established a routine in their lives. But routines and relationships are
shaken as they begin to spend time together once again. Old feelings and
connections are still strong and the passion that pulls them together is a
powerful, soul-searing call neither man can deny. As each deals with the
issues in their own relationships, they begin to question whether the
comfort of what they know is more powerful than the pull of what they
could have been…and what they might become. Struggling to find the
answer, only their hearts can reveal if they are meant for each other.
Harlequin Intrigue December 2015 - Box Set 2 of 2 Sep 16 2021
Harlequin Intrigue brings you three new titles at a great value, available
now! Enjoy these suspenseful reads packed with edge-of-your-seat
intrigue and fearless romance. KANSAS CITY CONFESSIONS The
Precinct: Cold Case by Julie Miller Katie Rinaldi's son wants a dad for
Christmas—and KCPD detective Trent Dixon is at the top of his list. But a
criminal mastermind may destroy all of them before Katie and Trent can
put their pasts behind them and come together as a family… AGENT
BRIDE Return to Ravesville by Beverly Long Former navy SEAL Cal
Hollister has vowed to protect the amnesiac bride he calls Stormy, but
can he solve the mystery of her past before the terrorists chasing her can
enact their plot to kill thousands? COWBOY UNDERCOVER The Brothers
of Hastings Ridge Ranch by Alice Sharpe When Lily Kirk's son is
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abducted, rancher Chance Hastings goes undercover to return him home
safe. But once the boy is back in his mother's arms, can Chance convince
Lily they belong on his ranch—forever? Look for Harlequin Intrigue's
December 2015 Box set 1 of 2, filled with even more edge-of-your seat
romantic suspense! Look for 6 compelling new stories every month from
Harlequin® Intrigue!
An Earl Like No Other Jul 14 2021 A handsome earl discovers his new
housekeeper is full of surprises in this Regency romance by the author of
Rules for an Unmarried Lady. When all seemed lost . . . Katherine
Gardiner, a young English widow, has only one dream: to protect her
son—a future duke—from her merciless father-in-law. Determined and
desperate, she has no option but to take the guise of a housekeeper and
escape to Yorkshire where the only hope is the enigmatic Earl of Kenrick
. . . . . . love saved the day In all his years spent roaming the world,
Jeremy Chilton never braced himself for the burden of a much-damaged
inheritance. Now, the new Earl of Kenrick must save his family legacy
and raise his motherless young daughter as a proper English lady. His
only salvation is his beautiful housekeeper, Kate. But as her secrets
unravel, much that is puzzling about her falls into place. No wonder the
Earl has caught himself imagining her more wife than employee. Clearly
she belongs at Kenrick—safe in his arms. Now, if only he can convince
her to agree . . .
Skullcrack City Aug 03 2020 THE MINDBLOWING CULT CLASSIC
RETURNS! "A nightmarish yet hilarious journey that begins in the ugly
world of toxic mortgages and progresses to the slightly uglier world of
brain-eating monsters lurking in dark alleys. You're in for an entirely
unpredictable ride, the tale spinning ludicrously out of control as the
hero uncovers layer after grotesque layer of a vast macabre conspiracy.
Skullcrack City is original, utterly insane, and a shitload of fun."-David
Wong, author of John Dies at the End You weren't always an agent of the
apocalypse. You used to be a banker. Who knew that too much coffee and
a few bad decisions would lead to the end of the world? Life as a
corporate drone was killing S.P. Doyle, so he decided to bring down the
whole corrupt system from the inside. But after discovering something
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monstrous in the bank's files, he was framed for murder and trapped
inside a conspiracy beyond reason. Now Doyle's doing his best to survive
against a nightmare cabal of crooked conglomerates, DNA-doped
mutants, drug-addled freak show celebs, experimental surgeons,
depraved doomsday cults, and the ultra-bad mojo of a full-blown
Hexadrine habit. Joined by his pet turtle Deckard, and Dara, a beautiful
missionary with a murderous past, Doyle must find a way to save
humankind and fight the terrible truth at the heart of... SKULLCRACK
CITY
Eternity Dawns May 12 2021 Eternity Dawns is a sensually romantic
and sexually seductive story of connection between Emiel and Jeremy,
two of the exceptionally gifted employees at Brandon & Brandon. From
the onset an unsettled physical desire eclipses Emiel’s mind, shielding
truth through the seeking of personal pleasure, unsettling her capacity to
focus true direction - complete her mission, and embrace her destiny.
With the dawning of Eternity she expands her ability, challenging the
heavy conflict with darkness, resulting in a climatic crescendo of love
and desire where Emiel has to choose – to proceed for the sake of
humanity, or negate her destiny for the sake of love. Eternity Dawns
challenges the reader to open their mind, to extend beyond the beliefs
we have been shown to exist, to embrace the individuality of our human
existence; our right to freedom of choice, to discover who we are and
what we are capable of. It allows for the dawning within our mind to
recognise and recall the endless possibilities of life and in the living of
that life.
Sarah's Secrets Dec 27 2019 EVERY WOMAN HAS HER MYSTERY And
Sarah Mars-Hutchins had more than one secret to keep. But her
tumultuous past caught up with the young widow in the flesh when a
devastatingly handsome former FBI agent came to question her. Royce
"The Tracker" Graham was dangerous to the safe little world Sarah had
created for herself and her son in the tiny town of Winter Falls,
Michigan. Someone wanted to remove Sarah from her child's life, yet
Royce was there, foiling kidnapping attempts and murderous plots…all
the while disarming her with his sultry midnight kisses. But could Royce
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unlock the secrets of Sarah's heart before it was too late?
The Unknown Creatures and The Talking Sparrow Jan 20 2022 This story
is about a missing thirteen-year-old schoolgirl Gillian Walters, who was
presumed to have been abducted from her home in 1977. Thirteen years
had passed and she was presumed dead as the ‘girl’s body’ had not yet
been found. The local police in charge of the enquiry had passed this cold
case over to a special secretive division which incorporated officer David
Whoot, the detective Doctor and Jeremy Ashman. These were no ordinary
officers as they possessed special abilities. They were able to forecast
future events as well as communicate with other existences. This case
takes the pair on a series of international thrilling adventures in the hunt
to reveal the truth... but are they going to get more than they bargained
for?
After Midnight Apr 30 2020 Together for the first time in one box set,
four classic spine-tingling tales of suspense, only from New York Times
bestselling author Tess Gerristen. PRESUMED GUILTY Miranda Woods
is the obvious suspect in the murder of her ex-lover, who was discovered
stabbed to death in her bed. When a stranger bails her out, Miranda
discovers that proving her innocence may be secondary to staying alive…
KEEPER OF THE BRIDE A bomb detonates in a church…which was
thankfully empty since Nina Cormier got left at the altar. But someone
wants her dead, and Detective Sam Navarro is in a race to decipher the
terrifying truth. CALL AFTER MIDNIGHT Sara Fontaine’s newlywed
husband is reported dead while abroad, but Sara is convinced otherwise.
Teaming up with an agent from the State Department, she’ll crisscross
Europe on a desperate search for the dangerous answers. UNDER THE
KNIFE Dr. Kate Chesne challenges attorney David Ransom to help her
prove that she’s been framed for malpractice. While a killer walks free,
the two will have to discover who might be the next victim—and why.
2049 Sep 23 2019 The United States is winning the war on terror, most
days. We will continue to do so, until the day we declare victory, or turn
the battle over to the governments of the countries hosting these wars. It
is uncertain what will happen after that. There is a good chance that
terror will resurface sometime, and that battle may again take place in
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our own backyard. The future enemy may well have better resources and
advanced weapons. North Korea is testing missles that could reach our
shores. Nuclear weapons will likely spread to many nations in the not too
distant future. This story suggests what might happen to some of our
grandchildren, if that battle is fought in 2049. Will Jennifer Burton and
Brad Hoolihan claim victory, or will it require something more, to bring
lasting peace to a war torn world?
And One Rode West May 24 2022 Love conquers all in Heather
Graham’s Civil War series, as a delicate love—born from the bitter
aftermath of war—is destined to bloom on the untamed frontier. As the
dust settles in the South, Christa Cameron emerges from the
Confederacy’s bitter defeat bent but not broken, her spirit unvanquished,
and her sense of outrage inflamed. To save her family’s plantation,
Christa hopes to marry a Yankee officer . . . so she coaxes one into a
legal union. But Christa vows not to compromise her pride or her
purity—no matter how far her virile new husband carries her from home.
Though she might not think much of him, Colonel Jeremy McCauley has
fallen hard for the stunning, stubborn Christa. As the cavalry heads west
with the stampeding buffalo, Jeremy insists that she play the part of loyal
army wife and join him, intending to build a new world on the ashes of
the old. But when Christa is taken hostage by a dangerous Indian tribe,
Jeremy must prove the startling depths of his devotion—and fulfill the
promise of a love as fierce as the American wilderness. Includes an
excerpt from another Loveswept title.
Nuk's World Feb 27 2020 Nuk’s World By: Gary L. Wood Nuk’s World is
a science fiction adventure in which a special young woman’s accident
causes her to recall unusual, multi-generational memories which spark
the formation of a highly confidential study. A team of scientists try to
make sense of it all as her memories of people both past and current
begins teaching them about human nature and how it has changed over
time. Based on current leading-edge genetic and DNA science, Nuk’s
World will have readers questioning their own pasts.
Wolf's Head Bay Mar 22 2022 On the eve of eighteen-year-old Jeremy
Hodak's departure for college, a violent August storm sweeps across
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northern Lake Michigan. In it's path lay the town of Wolf's Head Bay. The
following day, christened in bright sunshine, Jeremy and his nine-yearold brother, Travis, set sail for South Manitou Island, aboard their single
mast sloop, the Lady Caroline. Slicing through whitecaps, approaching
the island, the Lady Caroline is rocked by a shuddering impact. Jeremy
tumbles from the cockpit and into the cabin where he lay unconscious.
When he awakens, he makes a horrifying discovery; Travis was thrown
overboard Following the accident, Jeremy agonizes; did he hit Devil's
Point, a dangerous reef off the southern tip of the island? Travis' twin,
Matthew, wonders too, blaming Jeremy for the death of their brother.
The following December when Jeremy comes home for Christmas,
Matthew makes a startling announcement --Travis is alive and wants to
come home Jeremy's search for answers leads him to the Lady Caroline.
In the cold shadows of the storage shed, he finds it within her cabin,
convincing him to believe Matthew. Determined to unravel the
mysterious fate of their missing brother, Jeremy will make an unusual
journey.
Winging it Jul 22 2019 'The house where Vanessa Redgrave lived during
the seventies was just around the corner from the Ravenscourt Park tube
station. She had left no distinguishing marks behind, so one just had to
know. Robert could imagine her organising her Trotskyite activities in
the mornings, memorising her Chekhov in the afternoons, leaving the
door unlocked when she left for the theatre (What I have belongs to the
people).' Like pilgrims to the shrine of culture come three Americans,
Robert, Jesse and Vera, in love with London and famous Londoners.
Emotionally hurt survivors of the 1960s, they have tried to make their
lives immune from the pains and pleasures of desire. Into this strategy of
damage limitation enters Jeremy, an ingenue Englishman, whose powers
of seduction match his unerring ability to judge brie. As each member of
the trio in turn becomes the object of Jeremy's affections, their long
standing commitment to 'love and peace' is threatened. Part Henry
James, part Armistead Maupin - Winging It celebrates the triumph of the
unfashionable value of friendship in an age when fashion is everything.
Daffodils Oct 29 2022 Carly Brooker is a breeder of thoroughbred horses.
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The last winter was harsh. He lost his mother and youngest brother.
However, it did bring his beloved Julia and her two sons to live with
them. Carly and Julia married and now she is part of his dysfunctional
family. Carly's father, Murphy Brooker, has always favored Carlys
siblings over Carly. Every effort to please Murphy has ended in failure.
Carly is hoping this spring will be better; after all, it is his favorite time
of year.
Bluegrass Dynasty Apr 11 2021 Carly Brooker grew up in a dysfunctional
household, with an adulterous father and an alcoholic mother. From an
early age, he grew up feeling somehow responsible for the families’
problems. Now with the loss of his mother and youngest brother, and his
sister’s marriage to an old family enemy, he tries to bring love and
stability to the Brooker family.
Esthetic Experiments Mar 30 2020 Contemporary American landscape
is wrought with ongoing processes and phenomena of technicization
observable at the intersections of multiple layers of society. This book
brings to attention their cultural and political aspects, emphasizing
timeliness and necessity of academic intervention into, and evaluation of,
their specificity and ramifications. Presenting critical and analytical
account of cultural narratives which define, speak of, and use diverse
technologies (of writing, sound, media representations, surveillance,
war), the texts compiled in this volume investigate the coalescence
between technological production on the one hand, and the textual on
the other. The idea of the book responds to the current academic appeal
– inspired by postmodern questioning of the foundations and realized,
most importantly, by deconstruction – to dismantle one of the
constitutive pillars of Western civilization, namely, between techne and
episteme. In their interpretative mode, the texts proceed largely
experimentally, bridging the gap between techne and episteme. In doing
so, they endeavor to reformulate and complexify an experience of
American culture. The book aims to clarify and exemplify that the
junction of text and technology implies that meanings are embedded in a
material. Consequently, the publication introduces and popularizes the
assumption that American cultural experience emerges as a genuine
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experiment of an esthetic nature.
Mcdowell Dec 19 2021 McDowell An admired and lauded surgeon
climbs to the top of his profession, but his callous and questionably moral
determination angers colleagues and friends who vow to destroy him. He
becomes a member of the presidents cabinet when a personal family
tragedy presents him with a dilemma that leads to a felonious crime.
When his world of wealth and privilege collapses, only time can reveal if
he rebuilds his life.
Operation Red Sequoia Sep 04 2020 Operation Red Sequoia is a fast
paced, high stakes escape thriller, set at a Top Secret research facility in
the Nevada desert.
On the Edge Jan 28 2020 Chasing the truth can be deadly Keeper of the
Bride by New York Times bestselling author Tess Gerritsen If Nina
Cormier’s wedding had taken place, she would be dead. After the bride
was left at the altar, a bomb exploded in the empty church. And when a
stranger tried to run her off the road, Nina realized someone wanted to
kill her. But who? Now Detective Sam Navarro and Nina must try to stop
a brilliant madman, one who is playing for keeps… FREE BONUS STORY
INCLUDED IN THIS VOLUME! Undercover Avenger by USA TODAY
bestselling author Rita Herron After surviving a near-fatal accident,
undercover agent Eric Caldwell wanted revenge. Falling for his beautiful
physical therapist wasn’t part of his plan. Melissa Fagan was
investigating the same mysterious medical research complex that he
was. But now someone wants her dead—before she can discover the
truth about her birth parents. How can Eric protect her without blowing
his cover and risking both their lives? Previously published as Keeper of
the Bride and Undercover Avenger
The Loop Feb 21 2022 "A small town in Western Oregon becomes the
epicenter of an epidemic of violence as the teenage daughters and sons
of several executives who happen to work at the biotech firm nestled in
the hills have become ill, and oddly, aggressively, murderous"--Provided
by publisher
Twe: And Then There Were Three Feb 09 2021 This is book three of
the Evelina Trilogy. Simon struggles to become a better man for the sake
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of his children, but it is a child who seduces him and pulls him back into
the world he so desperately wants to leave behind. She gives him three
sons; his clones. They are their father. They are a force Simon will have
to fight to survive.
Goodbye Jeremy Jul 26 2022 Jeremy Palmer is found dead at low tide on
the bank of the River Thames. The police investigation found nothing
suspicious and the inquest verdict is 'Death by misadventure, drowning'.
A suicide note was found but the circumstances of death did not prove
this conclusively. Stuart Clay, an old friend, cannot accept the verdict.
Despite knowing Jeremy was a regular drugs user and often desperate
for money, Stuart didnÕt believe he would take his own life. Convinced it
was murder, Stuart starts his own investigation which leads him into a
criminal world he knows little of, endangering his own and his
girlfriendÕs life. This leads to them fleeing across Europe to escape the
gang's tentacles. As the threats become more frequent they wonder if
they will ever escape the nightmare Stuart has brought upon them.
Events move swiftly to a dramatic conclusion. This thriller is set in the
1960Õs.
Southerly Nov 25 2019 Vols. for 1939-1944 include the Annual report of
the Australian English Association; v. for 1945-1946 include the Annual
report of the Sydney Branch of the English Association.
The Awakening Jun 13 2021
Jeremy's Journey Aug 27 2022 A harrowing tale of one man’s battle to
heal from his pain, resist the temptations of darkness, and free himself
from his spiritual prison. Jeremy was full of life and laughter as a child.
Then, suddenly, darkness invaded his life without warning. The darkness
came from someone he looked up to and it stole the joy from his heart. It
was one thing after another, and his joy was replaced with despair, and
his will to live was gone. Darkness and drugs are the life he knows
now—and prison awaits. Will he find life, love, and the healing which can
only come from Jesus Christ? Will he see the light? Will he know the
light, and will he let the light of Jesus in and restore what was lost?
The Stranger Jun 25 2022 When a mysterious stranger is your only
hope… The scars of the past have left their mark, both physical and
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emotional, on former military pilot Seth Erickson. Off-grid in the far
reaches of the bitter Alaskan wilderness, he wants only to be left alone
with his ghosts. But he can't ignore a woman in need—beautiful,
stranded and nearly frozen with fear. Summer Silva never imagined that
the search for her missing sister would leave her abandoned on a wintry
back road, barely escaping with her life from a cold-blooded killer for
hire. Now, hiding out in the isolated cabin of the secretive wounded
warrior who saved her, Summer knows she must do what she fears most.
Putting her trust in a stranger is all she has left. All defenses are down
After a fiery first night together, Seth and Summer are bound by a need
as powerful as a Bering Sea superstorm—and vulnerable to enemies just
as fierce. For Seth, reawakened by desire, there is no sacrifice too great,
no memory too dark, to keep Summer safe. But murder and treason lurk
everywhere and Summer may not survive Alaska's ruthless winter. Book
two of the Wounded Warrior series This book is approximately 110,000
words One-click with confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press
Romance Promise: all the romance you're looking for with an HEA/HFN.
It's a promise!
Last Chance Oct 17 2021 The men and women of the Chicago Police
Department are a tight-knit family, so when one splinter group within
starts targeting gay officers, justice must be served. Some officers are
threatened, and others are killed, creating a scandal that rocks the
department and the city. The officer known as Wolf Captain Jonathan
Wolfgang Wilhelm is the one credited with shutting down the Blue
Society once and for all. Everyone breathes a sigh of relief knowing that
this group has finally been brought to justice. After the excitement and
danger of the biggest case of his career, Wolf quickly grows bored. He
decides it's finally time to turn in his badge and settle into retirement. He
marries the woman of his dreams his partner, Jeri and they move to a
quiet lake community, ready to enjoy their days. But just when he thinks
life is about to return to normal, Wolf gets a harrowing phone call. The
Blue Society, the caller informs him, is still very much alive and looking
for its own brand of justice. When he hears that Becky Stiller, a student
at Northern University, has been abducted, Wolf reluctantly agrees to
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radiation, love, and an ever-evolving cockroach suit with a mind of its
own. Dean's bizarre adventures mark the last chronicle of human
existence, the final entries in our species' own..." --Publisher description.
The Psychopath Chronicles Dec 07 2020 Written like the great Stephen
King suspense novels, The Psychopath Chronicles showcases the dark
side of human behavior: premeditated murder, revenge killing, OCD, bipolar depression, ongoing relationships and conversations with the dead,
abuse of minor children, adolescent sexual practices, wartime stories
from World War 2, deviant behavior by not-very-nice men, devious crossdressers, Internet predatory behavior, deception, female infanticide,
(murder of infant girls) divorce, spousal abuse, vengeance, greed, drug
addiction, alcoholism, anorexia / bulimia, child kidnapping, and other bad
human actions and behavior. Plus, it contains a wee bit of magic from an
Irish good luck talisman.

come in as a consultant on the case. Is there a link between the Stiller
case and the Blue Society? Wolf must now decipher a tantalizing set of
clues to get the answers and the justice he seeks. For both Wolf and the
lone face of Blue Society, this is the last chance. Who will survive?
BRIEFLY TOUCHING HEAVEN Oct 05 2020
Extinction Journals Mar 10 2021 "You can survive a nuclear blast. All you
need is some luck, and maybe a customized business suit coated in
cockroaches. It could work. At least that's what Dean believed before the
bombs actually dropped and his suit led him to murder a very important
man at the foot of a blackened obelisk. Now D.C. is looking awfully
empty. Life on Earth is pretty much coming to an end. All of which leaves
Dean with a single question-"What now?" The answer to that question
will take him on an uncanny voyage across a newly nuclear America
where he must confront the problems associated with loneliness,
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